
Online PATH Class Details and Information 

Thanks for your interest in PATH (Power Audition Technique Honing)!!!  

Classwork: 

• Weekly, Greg will give you either: 

a) Auditions to work on and bring to class as if they were a real audition. He will 
assign you auditions in order to recreate "real audition time" or turnaround. 
You might receive your audition one day before, a few days before, or 
sometimes the day of. 

OR he may assign... 

b) A version of a Repeating Scene or Repeating Monologue to play with. These 
repeating scenes are extremely unique exercises that work various acting 
muscles. Greg will explain them in more depth during class. 

• Supplies: 

1. An audition notebook. A blank journal that you love and feel compelled to 
write and log auditions, experiences, class notes, TAGs, etc.  

MON    5:00PM-9:00PM   PST
TUES    4:30PM-8:30PM    PST
THUR   4:30PM-8:30PM    PST
FRI        1:00PM-5:OOPM  PST
SAT       2:00PM-6:00PM   PST

Classes Offered 



2. Please order a copy of A Practical Handbook For The Actor and begin to 
read it as soon as you get it! I realize that will not be happening before 
your first On-Going class of course, but once you get it and dig in, you will 
see it is a huge compliment to everything you are doing in class. 

To purchase the book from Amazon Click Here 

Once enrolled, you will receive a Zoom link for your class, a written and video 
explanation of the TAG (Truth Acceptance Go) process and how to create your 
Artist Manual, and an Essential Action list. 

Enrollment and payment: 

• You enroll in a 4 class cycle. 

Currently the rate for PATH On-Going is $205 per month (4 classes). Due to 
COVID-19 and the extreme economic hardship it has placed on many workers, 
including actors, we want our classes to remain accessible right now. We take 
CC, Debit, and PayPal via our pay portal link (to be provided). By the third class 
of every month I send a renewal reminder. All class renewals are due by the 4th 
class of the ending cycle.  

IMPORTANT 

Make Up Policy: 
Please schedule your make-up by emailing me at 
kimberly@pgstcoach.com. 

You can make up a class by attending any other class that fits your 
schedule. A make-up is observation and questions only.  

You will not be able to work a scene in a make-up class, therefore we highly 
encourage you to attend your personal class time if at all possible. :) 

Make-ups are for currently enrolled students. You may make up any of your 
classes as long as you make them up within your enrolled month. If you 

https://www.amazon.com/Practical-Handbook-Madeleine-Nathaniel-Paperback/dp/B01071NKJ4/ref=sr_1_2?crid=1MXT3JTIWZJ53&dchild=1&keywords=practical+handbook+for+the+actor&qid=1625162259&sprefix=practical+hand,aps,163&sr=8-2


have re-enrolled by your last class into the next month’s classes, your 
make-ups will carry over into that new 4 class period. 

Please feel free to clarify this with me. We have tried wording it a number of 
ways and it always sounds like an SAT question. :D  

Greg Substitution: In the unlikely, yet possible, event that Greg needs to be 
absent for a class (either a booking or emergency) Sharon, our full time 
PATH coach and instructor will lead the class. 

Private Coaching:  

Greg also offers one on one coaching and recurring appointments of 4 or more 
may be discounted on a case by case basis. Here are the rates for single 
sessions. 

We look forward to seeing you in class soon!! 


